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• Final Finish Liquid Creme Wax
• Contains Silicone & Brazilian Carnauba Wax
• High Gloss, Long Lasting - Up to 120 days
• Extremely Easy On, Easy Off Application
• Low Dusting Makes Clean Up Easy
• Instant Water Repellency & Anti
Static Properties

• Contains Cherry Fragrance
• Removes Hairline Scratches and Swirl
Marks
• Great for Blacks, Reds & All Dark Colors
• Compare to Cherry Wet Wax™ or BC-2®
• VOC Compliant

P-36

CHERRY FINISHING WAX
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
As the name implies, Cherry Finishing
Wax™ is a high quality final finish/topper
wax. This easy to use creme wax combines Brazilian Carnauba Wax and
natural oils to produce an ultra rich,
deep gloss shine. It is the final step in
achieving that deep, clear shine. It will
bring out the very best in any type of
finish, especially dark ones.
Why is it different from our other
finish waxes?
The first thing you notice is that it is
a very oily product, possibly with an
oil float on top. THIS IS OK. It shakes
back in just fine. With Cherry Finishing
Wax™, we use a cationic formulation
that causes the oil phase to migrate
to the outer ring in the emulsion. But
this is good! The cationic plates the
Carnauba Wax and instantly makes
it water repellent. This is important to
those who must wax a vehicle and
send it back out into the weather
immediately. This unique cationic/
carnauba formulation also provides
anti-static properties and extended
protection that lasts 3-4 months.
Cleaning ability is minimal. This is a
finishing wax - not a polish. It contains a small amount of micro fine
abrasive that helps to remove any
light contaminants. However, it must

be applied to a pre-cleaned surface.
The micro fine abrasive leaves just a
slight haze. There is almost no powder or residue when wiping off. No
white residue sticking to black textured
plastic and in cracks and crevices.
RECOMMENDED FOR
Safe for all types of paint finishes - new
and used. Formulated as a long lasting
final finish wax for the discerning customer, it is designed for use on a precleaned surface. Apply with an orbital
buffer or by hand. Unless you are an experienced buffer, we don't recommend
high speed buffing for your final finish,
as it can produce swirls.
APPLICATION
Note: Keep from freezing. Do not apply
in direct sunlight or onto a hot surface.
Directions: Shake Well Before Using.
Safety glasses and rubber gloves are
recommended while using this product.
For best results, pre-clean the surface
with Duz-All® or Clear Cut™ to remove
contaminants and condition paint before applying Cherry Finishing Wax™.
Hand Use: Pour Cherry Finishing Wax™
onto a clean, slightly dampened terry
cloth or wax applicator. Do quarter sections of the vehicle at a time. Spread

evenly over a small area on surface,. evenly
over a small area on surface, rubbing in
well with a circular motion. Let dry to a
haze (about 1 minute) and wipe off with a
clean, soft PT-8 micro-fiber Polishing Cloth
or 100 % cotton towel. Polish, by hand,
to a high gloss finish, turning towel while
wiping down.
Orbital/DA Application: Apply product
to a clean orbital bonnet. Turn on orbital
and spread product evenly over paint
surface. Let dry to haze (about 1 minute),
then change to a clean dry bonnet and
remove excess material. Burnish to a high
gloss finish.
High Speed Buffer: NIOSH approved
dust mask and safety glasses are recommended while high speed buffing this
product. Use a high speed buffer with
an RV-85-C Foam Finish Pad. Apply a
quarter size amount of product to finish.
Center and lay buffing pad directly on top
of product. Begin buffing product evenly
over a small area of surface at 1700-2000
rpm's. As product dries, reduce pressure
and increase rpm's to 2400 to burnish
surface to a high gloss.
PACKAGING
PINT/12 PER CASE
GALLON/4 PER CASE
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